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Executive Summary

Civic Engagement for an Emergency
Active Transportation Measure

INTRODUCTION. This research centers upon an investigation of whether the residents in
a neighborhood in District 1 in Pasadena welcome an implementation of the Slow Streets initiative in their residential streets and, if so, what program features they think will foster safety and
access for pedestrians, cyclists, skateboarders, and other non-car modes.
The secondary question asks residents what ideas they have in terms of jumpstarting
civic engagement for the Slow Streets program design for their neighborhood.
STUDY METHOD. The method emphasizes qualitative approaches supported by public

data and comparisons with best practices gleaned from other cities in their implementations
of the Slow Streets initiative. Because qualitative research, especially interviews, is less often
used in public engagement, this analysis discusses its value and affordances in the context of the
deployment of an emergency transportation measure.
In-depth interviews, conducted in-person and online, captured a sample that represents
the US Census demographics of the study area. A walk-audit supplemented the research with
first-hand observations. Finally, comparisons between Pasadena’s and other major California
municipalities’ Slow Street implementations provide further means of benchmarking.
FINDINGS. Twelve people in one neighborhood in one district provided programmatic

suggestions. Their recommendations parallel many of the recommendations and observations
from more robust implementations of Slow Streets in other cities in California.
The interviewees addressed communications tactics, implementations, street designations, enforcement strategies, creative traffic-calming techniques, outdoor COVID precautions,
neighborhood cohesion, and ways to make public processes on transportation planning more
relevant and accessible.
For an initiative that is enforced via an honor-system, building cooperation is critical. Law
enforcement is not involved in implementing the Slow Streets. Therefore, the collective imperative to observe and practice this program also needs to be established. Awareness and education
are key components for generating this shared effort. Interview and dialogue-driven outreach
can naturally enhance public knowledge and cooperation for the initiative while informing the
Department of Transportation’s refinement of the programmatic features.
A comparison with well-documented Slow Streets implementations in four other cities in
California provide bases for comparisons for the findings from the Pasadena, District 1 research.
The findings and the comparisons together begin to establish a set of best practices for future
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implementations of Slow Streets or pandemic transportation measures. This could be useful for
future emergencies.
BEST PRACTICES FOR SLOW STREETS IMPLEMENTATIONS FROM THIS RESEARCH REPORT:

• G
 ather insights from interviews with a pool of residents to inform the initial programmatic
design. This can help position a successful launch of the emergency transportation measure.
• C
 onduct outreach campaigns online as well as in-person. Emphasize outreach and involvement for equity-focused communities.
• Involve community-based organizations and partner government agencies in information
dissemination and implementation.
• D
 evelop and deploy clear signage and branding. Use icons. When using language, ensure
versions of communications include that heavily-spoken, non-English languages in the area.
• D
 evelop a broad, interconnected network of Slow Streets leading to essential services
in the city.
• M
 easure satisfaction and overall performance of the initiative at each iteration and adjust
tactics accordingly.
• F ind ways in which the emergency measures corroborate with long-term transportation plans,
as these measures can use the knowledge from existing plans and prove to be effective pilots.
Slow Street implementations can support Complete Street, revitalization of local business
districts, and first/last mile solutions to transit hubs.
POLICY & PRACTICE RECOMMENDATIONS. The Slow Streets Initiative has presented

an opportunity for innovating numerous procedures in transportation planning. Its emergency
nature necessitated a deviation from the typical sequence of lengthy public meetings and
subsequent planning processes. A DOT’s robust investment in rapid and iterative implementation, complemented by dialogue-driven public engagement, introduces an alternative process
that produces durable planning decisions whose value extend well beyond the pandemic. This
process could potentially be re-used in other transportation planning contexts, post-pandemic.
The research work in this report here has applicability in broader contexts, particularly in
terms of using interview techniques with a pool of residents to hone initial iterations of transportation programs and public engagement approaches.
Securing funding to plan, staff, and deploy Slow Streets and future emergency measures
is a necessity and challenge. New funding sources, such as the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and
Economic Security Act (CARES) Act, emerged suddenly and existing sources, such as Measure
M funds, dissipated. Resourcefulness, tenacity, and awareness in identifying funding sources are
essential for the optimal implementation of Slow Streets and future emergency transportation
measures.
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Introduction

Residential Streets & the Pandemic

Governments around the world advised people to limit their travel to essential purposes
upon the 2020 COVID pandemic outbreak. Exercise and recreation began to take place at home
or within the vicinity of the home, once the former mainstay of gyms, public parks, beaches etc.
were closed until the pandemic infection numbers stabilized. Recognizing that residential streets
became more useful to these increasing uses, city and town governments worldwide developed
the Slow Streets initiative as part of a gamut of transportation and public health policies for
pandemic relief and recovery.
The urgent nature of this initiative relies on the nimbleness of transportation departments in deployment, community communication & engagement, and implementation refinements. This report examines the performance of Slow Streets through citizen interviews, in one
district in the City of Pasadena, LA County, California, USA. (See Fig. 1)
EVALUATION QUESTIONS. The purpose of the research is to explore the diversity of

perspectives from residents in a select neighborhood in Pasadena to understand their answers
to basic questions about the Slow Streets initiative on their streets:

1.	Do you welcome an implementation of the Slow Streets initiative
in your neighborhood? If so, what program features do you think
will foster safety and access for pedestrians, cyclists, skateboarders
and non-car modes?
2.	What ideas do you have in terms of jumpstarting civic engagement
for the Slow Streets program design for this neighborhood?
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FIGURE 1

Context of Pasadena, District 1 and research zone.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE SLOW STREETS INITIATIVE AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION IN THE
CITY OF PASADENA. The Slow Streets guidelines, published by the National Alliance of City

Transportation Officials (NACTO), describe the policy’s aim. The goal has been to balance the
intensified usage of neighborhood streets— for walking, cycling, and recreating— with car
access. The Slow Streets initiative limits car access to local residents’, delivery, and emergency
vehicles through the placement of barriers, of freestanding signs on the roads, and of street
markings. These tactics have alerted drivers to slow down. They served as mild filters against car
traffic, as a means of protection for non-drivers on streets.
Additional guidelines support community and citizen engagement, as Slow Streets’
emergency implementation diverges from traditional planning and public processes. Rather than
embarking on lengthy public meetings before designating streets and regulations, the deployment was immediate. The strategy was that subsequent and ongoing public engagement would
help refine the implementation, as well as these engagement channels, over time. Mass communications and public education efforts were also immediate. All was to evolve based on iterative
cycles of feedback, adjustments, and deployment. NACTO’s guidelines recommended involving
community groups, local shops, and neighborhood associations to facilitate the communication
between residents and local departments of transportation. The emergency nature induced an
innovative and flexible process. (NACTO, Slow Streets 2020).
Pasadena swiftly adopted its own Slow Streets program citywide in late April 2020, one
month after the issuance of the state stay-at-home mandate. In parallel with the objectives of
the Slow Streets Initiative, Pasadena DOT publicly drew car drivers’ attention to the increased
presence of diverse users of the streets and encouraged sharing of space. Residents now needed
more their neighborhood streets for exercise and play. (City of Pasadena 2020) According to
Laura Cornejo, Director of Pasadena DOT:
 oughly 500 signs will be installed throughout the city, creating a network of over 100
R
miles of Slow Streets, and we’ll be relying on residents’ feedback to optimize placement
of these signs. This three-tiered campaign is a reminder that roads are multi-modal
and are meant to be safely shared by all. After it’s bee implemented, we’ll monitor and
modify our efforts as needed. (City of Pasadena 2020)
Over the weeks to follow, some signs remained on the streets where they were placed
while others were removed, though not by the City. According to online blogs and neighborhood groups, public response to the Slow Streets implementation has been various, from frustration to elation (per public replies to the City of Pasadena’s tweet on June 8, 2020).
The iterative process progressed. In May 2020, the City collected the signs which, by
then, were in short supply and needed for other municipal projects. As replacements, the City
deployed lawn signs with a different design, provided by the Southern California Association
of Governments (SCAG), until it received a new inventory of A-Frames upon which to post its
own design (See Fig. 2), according to Donson Liu, Senior Planner at the Pasadena Department of
Transportation. This shift in the placement, appearance and messaging of signs generated inconsistent results. Emails requesting public feedback demonstrated Pasadena DOT’s need to incorporate more community input for future iterations of Slow Streets’ implementation.
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USING INTERVIEWS TO IDENTIFY EFFECTIVE STRATEGIES FOR COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AND PUBLIC EDUCATION. Civic engagement and the equitable representation of demo-

graphic groups are essential for a program to work for all. Yet, there is no “one-size-fits-all.”
Creating the customized versions from the kit-of-parts relies on targeted engagement methods
appropriate for each community. There may be multiple communities within one district in a
city. Income levels, race and culture, and types of housing are some ways to distinguish needs
beyond mere geographic demarcation. In recognition of this diversity as well as the limited
resources in local departments of transportation, partnerships between DOTs and local organizations have become a practical necessity. Education programs, awareness campaigns, participatory design and a system of communication between city, and citizen-volunteer work plans can
form an effective program of services.
Equity concerns function into the planning of the Slow Streets initiative. The challenge
has been in gaining valuable input from low-income and unengaged members acutely impacted
by the pandemic. These neighborhoods have different needs than high-income neighborhoods.
While office workers teleworked, essential workers, who are predominantly lower-income,
could not stay at home; they continued to go to work in jobs that support the basic functions
of society. As mass transit service scaled back, that commute became more difficult for those
who rely on it. Contractors and skilled laborers continued to drive their utility vehicles daily to
perform on-site work on time. They may have been burdened with the fact that schools were
not caring for their children during the workday. These are just a few of their particular rhythms
and needs. Effective and customized outreach could better inform an understanding of the
needs of low-income residents and how to best implement Slow Streets in these communities.
This research project intends to explore interviewing as way to understand residents’
perspectives on the positive changes and areas for improvement brought by the City’s rollout
of the Slow Streets initiative. It also strives to understand residents’ level of familiarity in public
processes for transportation program and policy development.

FIGURE 2 Pasadena Slow Streets sign design
used on residential streets in Spring 2020.
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The respondent pool of this research is limited yet wide-ranging, and demographically
representative of the population. Not all residents are able or feel comfortable with completing
online surveys, or are fluent in English. Preliminary interviews with resident respondents could
identify their issues and also help guide the DOT planning team to create clear and relevant
communications pieces. For impactful customizations of general policies such as Slow Streets, a
successful concrete application will depend on knowing and addressing constituents’
particular needs.
This research attempts to make a case that the investment in conducting interviews adds
value, in terms of community-building and affording programmatic insight. Online surveys may
be much more convenient, cheaper and safer to administer, but they exclude large swaths of the
population. Efforts toward inclusion provide broad civic benefits beyond Slow Streets. Trust in
government and law enforcement is also an issue in light of racial tensions and excessive force
cases taking place throughout the country. In fact, San Francisco Municipal Transit Authority
(SFMTA) and the City of Oakland took up the extra effort to conduct masked face-to-face interviews during the pandemic after the local press wrote about the pandemic’s greater impact on
low-income communities and the lack of social support. These direct conversations overcame
technology barriers and provided a forum for community-building and trust— key ingredients
for gathering critical insights on local Slow Streets preferences.
OVERVIEW OF THE EVALUATION METHODS. This evaluation method is interview-based
qualitative research. Through one-hour discussions with willing resident respondents, I gathered
pertinent comments, recommendations, and user experiences. These can benefit future work
for the program, future communications campaigns, and the work plan structure for citizens to
volunteer and steward the street signs.
Supplementary efforts include a walk audit and also streetside tabling. The walk audit
allowed me as the researcher to comprehend the references that interviewees would mention.
(i.e. “the street that’s got the smoothest pavement,” “too many barking dogs house after house,”
“the street with the houses looking rundown,” etc.) In addition, the tabling provided a spontaneous, unstructured, and organic forum for conversation, which succeeded in disarming those
who were skeptical of civic processes and deterred by recorded, formal interviews. The conversations through the tabling also allowed this research to capture demographics that the structured interview research failed to interest.
To substantiate my recommendations, I will also draw upon the findings and successful
implementations from other cities’ Slow Streets implementations. Academic research references
will further bolster my suggestions for better practices for this research site in Pasadena.
OVERVIEW OF THE REPORT CONTENTS. This report will begin with a summary of the
social context which gave rise to the Slow Streets initiative and its implementation by departments of transportation across the country. Then, it will focus on the City of Pasadena’s implementation and specifically on District 1, where residents most impacted by the pandemic reside.
The Findings section will delve into Interview research insights and offer recommendations. The
Conclusion section will sum up the report and discuss ways in which this focused study can also
be useful to transportation departments in other cities.
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Background

Slow Streets & Swift, Innovative
Planning Processes

This chapter will provide context for the Slow Streets initiative, Pasadena’s residential
street system, and the Pasadena Department of Transportation’s interpretation and implementation of the initiative. It will also cover public outreach methods for reaching more demographic
groups for input.
A STREET PROGRAM AS A PANDEMIC MEASURE. Following the official outbreak of the

coronavirus pandemic in March 2020, transportation departments across the country quickly
implemented Slow Streets as part of the public transportation sector’s response for mitigating
viral spread. It was part of a package of municipal emergency measures. Others include essential travel, practicing heightened cleaning and mask requirements, free food distribution, closed
school campuses, and suspensions of public gatherings. On March 19, 2020, California Governor
Gavin Newsom issued the Shelter-in-Place mandate to protect the health and well-being of
all Californians and to establish consistency across the state in order to slow the spread of
COVID-19. (California Governor 2020) Cities across the USA, now seeing the surge in multi-modal
essential travel and recreation on neighborhood streets, localized the tactics of Slow Streets by
attempting to apply them in ways best suited for their communities.
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LOCAL INTERPRETATION OF A NATIONAL INITIATIVE. The Slow Streets Initiative takes
place throughout Pasadena in all seven Districts, which captures an expansive range of demographics and income levels. In terms of density, they encompass high-density and low-income
multi-unit housing to sprawling estates. Residents in compact living situations with children in
the household were particularly impacted. (See Fig. 3) For the entire city, Pasadena’s Department
of Transportation (DOT) had a tall order in managing the street program, signage, public communications, street designations and citizen volunteer stewardship for the Slow Streets rollout.
THE EVALUATION NEED: ENGAGEMENT PROCESSES THAT CAN UNCOVER WAYS TO
IMPROVE THE PROGRAM. The sudden emergence of the program meant that it lacked the usual

public engagement component typically characterizing municipal transportation planning. In
successive iterations of its Slow Streets program, Pasadena DOT would invite public input and
request citizen-led maintenance through city emails. As the pandemic wore on, residents benefited more and more from Slow Streets for exercise, mobility and anxiety relief.

FIGURE 3 Neighborhoods with high-density housing
may be in extra need of Slow Streets benefits during
the pandemic, especially for households with young
children.
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Methods of Investigation

Interviews for Jumpstarting
Civic Engagment

To supplement the online surveys that the City of Pasadena had already deployed, I
conducted in-depth online and in-person interviews with a representative sample of residents.
The purpose was to gauge satisfaction, identify key issues, and spark ideas for improvement.
Furthermore, I conducted walk-audits to understand the physical dynamics in which Slow
Streets attempts to shift behavior and support diverse travel modes on these residential streets.
EVALUATION QUESTIONS AND JUSTIFICATIONS. My interview questions were focused
on residents’ comprehension, estimation of value, and application of the Slow Streets policy, as
it had been rolled out in a zone within the District 1 neighborhood. (See Figure 4)
My research drew out the hidden themes and unmet mobility needs, as well as deeper
transportation and civic engagement concerns for these residents. I also identified problems
with the language used to describe and promote it, and other areas for improvement in the
communications tools. Since no law enforcement is involved with carrying out this program,
clarity, education, and support have been crucial for the success of Slow Streets.
The primary objective is to uncover if and how a Slow Streets program could succeed
in ensuring street safety. A secondary objective of the interview research is to understand how
the interview technique elicits useful feedback from residents and how it can jumpstart citizen
participation in transportation planning processes.
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FIGURE 4 Pasadena Slow Streets

Provided by Pasadena DOT, this map shows the designated
streets for Slow Streets in green for April 2020.

Research
Zone

Pasadena
District 1
Research Zone
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FIGURE 5 Map Used in the Interviews
My research in October had led me to an online news article and map on Slow Streets
designations in April 2020. I used this to spur conversations with respondents. It deviated
slightly from the city’s version. Regardless, citizens were prone to speak to their own
observations over documentation.

RESEARCH
ZONE

Source:
News Desk. “Pasadena’s New Safer Streets Measures: 100 Miles of Slow
Streets, Traffic Signals Modified.” Accessed October, 5, 2020. https://www.
coloradoboulevard.net/pasadenas-new-safer-streets-measures-100-milesof-slow-streets-traffic-signals-modified/

June 11, 2021

“Pasadena Neighborhood Traffic Calming Sign Placement,” accessed
October, 5, 2020, http://umap.openstreetmap.fr/en/map/pasadenaneighborhood-traffic-calming-sign-placeme_440076#15/34.1637/-118.1349.
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SLOW DATA COLLECTION FOR SLOW STREETS. The research site is located just east of

the 210 Freeway in northwest Pasadena. The particular neighborhood is bound by Montana
Street to the north, Glen Avenue to the east, Stanton Street to the south, and Lincoln Boulevard
to the west. A quick conversation with Pasadena Department of Transportation staff informed
me that District 1 was less engaged than the other Pasadena Districts. Cushon Bell, Community
Liaison for Tyrone Hampton and District 1 Representative helped me to identify a specific study
area, defined by residential streets and single-family houses. (See Figure 5) The limited area of this
study was based on an expected sample size of 10 respondents, so that the diverse perspectives
concentrated on a common area. The selection of a larger zone would have decreased the probability of multiple perspectives on the same area and would have required a volume of outreach
and interviews beyond the resources of this study.
This is a neighborhood with over 120 homes, the majority of which are single-family, and
with several apartment buildings in the mix.
The pandemic imposed great limitations on the means through which I could talked to
residents. I attempted posting on nextdoor.com but garnered no inquiries. Furthermore social
media paid ads could not target the small and specific locale that was my research zone. Finally,
I manually distributed 100 flyers (See Fig. 6) to residential mailboxes and, in some cases, into the
hands of residents on Dec. 20-21, 2020. This approach produced success.
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FIGURE 6 Recruitment Flyer
Flyer printed on 5-in x 8-in sheets and inserted into residential
mailboxes to recruit Respondents.

you aare,
resident
in the love to hear
IfAreyou
I would
neighborhood in the map? If you are...
about
how you use your streets.

Are you a resident in the
neighborhood in the map? If you are...
Altadena

Altadena

Montana St

t

M
T
re

1. What difficulties do you have in getting around the
neighborhood (by car, on foot, on bicycle, etc.)?

1.

2. Do you know about the Slow Streets Program in Pasadena?

2

3. Do you think it can be designed to help you solve
these difficulties?

3.

For your interview, I will also provide $20 after the interview
as a
Lake Ave.
small token for helping me and sharing your thoughts.

Fo
in

Gamble

Glen Ave

Stanton S

Lake Ave.

My name is Eileen Hsu and I am a graduate student in
Transportation Management, and am seeking one-hour,
Montana St
recorded interviews with residents about:

Lincoln Ave

Glen Ave

Lincoln Ave

Gamble
House

I
a

Your
ideas will support a final report to my university (San José
House
State University) . Though I’m just a resident and not an employee,
I will share it with Pasadena Department of Transportation,
to help them develop better community outreach methods and
transportation programming.

Y
S
w
to
a

The interview can be by phone or online, depending on what
works best for you. Please contact me by Dec. 31, 2020 to schedule
a the interview for a date in January 2021.

T
b
in

Thanks!

Stanton S

T

t

E
7

Eileen Hsu
eileen.hsu@sjsu.edu for email
Old Pasadena

Page 1
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Ten respondents contacted me via email or phone during the ensuing week and eight
(Respondents 1-8) scheduled interviews. I compared the respondent pool to the US Census data
for the zip code 91103 (See Table 1).
TABLE 1 2019 US Census Data on 91103 Area Code
American Census Studies, Demographic and Housing Estimate, which includes the study area.

Gender:

Male: 47.5%

Female: 52.5%

Age:

≥ 21 years old: 74%
≥ 62 years old: 18.7%

25-54 years old: 31.4%

Median Income of
residents ≥ 25 years: $34,080
Education of
Residents ≥ 25 years: Completed high school: 78%

Completed bachelor’s degree: 35.6%

Race:

African-American: 15.7%
Hispanic: 50%

Asian: 10%
White: 21%

Housing:

Own: 46.7%

Rent: 53.3%

Among those interested in interviewing, I observed an under-representation in AfricanAmericans in terms of race, in renters in terms of residents, and in youths and in seniors in terms
of age group. To compensate, I distributed an additional dozen flyers, specifically into the hands
of African-Americans and youths who I encountered on the streets of the neighborhood. While
the brief handoffs were cordial and spurred friendly conversation, none contacted me for interviews. The limitation of online interviews via zoom may have also hampered the enlistment with
some demographics who do not have the availability of laptop, computer camera, and internet.
For low-income and senior segments especially, this method could have been a barrier.
For these missing demographic segments, I employed a secondary interview tactic which
I will address in a moment.
Despite my assumption that an incentive was necessary to gain participation, the flyer
seemed to self-select for those interested in speaking on the subject, eager to discuss Slow
Streets. In return for the interview, I offered a $20 credit (Amazon, Paypal, or Target credit) as
incentive to each respondent. Two of the eight did not want the $20-incentive because they felt
sufficiently rewarded by the sheer chance to talk about something for which they cared deeply
— transportation and street safety — and expressed joy that anyone would expend the energy
to gather citizen feedback, aggregate the key points, and share the information with the City.
All requested to see the final report.
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The structure of the interviews began from open-ended, general questions and discussion to specific questions on streets, signs, and potential programmatic features. Then I introduced visual aids: maps of the designated Slow Streets in their district, pictures of the A-frame
(See Fig. 2) and lawn signs (See Fig. 7, 8), as well as images of how other cities have implemented
Slow Streets. The usage of maps during the discussion consistently provoked deeper and greater
conversation as respondents had rich, personal associations with specific streets and intersections, delving into recounts of past personal travel experiences at precise locations.
CREATIVE TABLING The incentivized, scheduled,

structured and recorded online interviews failed to
interest and capture the voices of African-American,
youth (aged 16-25), and senior residents. As an attempt
to involve these critical segments of the community,
I employed a contrasting technique: a street-side
social intervention. The hand-painted sign and reference materials, household foldout furniture, offerings
of fresh fruit and masks, and physical location in the
research zone appealed to a different set of sensibilities. It took inspiration from the sidewalk fruit
vendors and fresh corn sellers who disappeared once
the pandemic hit. The absence of recording devices,
structured list of questions, or firm time commitment
may have also encouraged voluntary, spontaneous and
organic conversation. Also absent was any mention of
academic research or transportation planning. The sign
simply said: “Street Chats.” The table was situated in the
shade of a tall tree on the sidewalk within the study
zone, allowing for both interviewer and interviewee
to face one of the Slow Streets. The immediacy was
exciting. This approach appeared non-institutional. I
managed to plug the standard research questions into
the flow of the conversation. (See Fig. 9A & 9B) During
the four hours of the tabling, one senior, one teenage
boy, and two African-American men (Respondents 9-12)
interviewed with me.

FIGURE 7. Utility vehicles are necessities for
many residents, who work as contractors
and blue-collar workers. Lawn signs get
blocked.

FIGURE 8. Glib taglines on lawn signs, a
format commonly used for political and
personal statements, do not earn support.
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FIGURES 9A & 9B. Sidewalk intervention in the
research zone to attract respondents from the natural
flow of non-driver users of the streets. Masks and
fruit were provided.
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TABLE 2. Muir Heights, District 1 Pasadena Survey Respondents
December 2020 - January 2021
Age

Gender

Race

Profession

Household

Residence

Covid Infection

Respondent 1

50s

M

Asian

Accountant

Spouse, three
adult children

Own - 8 years

No

Respondent 2

50s

M

White

Reverend

Spouse, two
children

Own - 6 years

No

Respondent 3

20s

F

Latina

Student andArts Educator

Living with
family

Own -10 years

No; father
infected, died

Respondent 4

30s

F

Latina

Manager at
Community
Non-profit

Living with
family

Own - 20 years No

Respondent 5

30s

M

Latino

Carpenter

Living with
family

Own - 30 years Yes

Respondent 6

30s

F

White

Media
Producer

Spouse, two
children

Rent - 4 years

No

Respondent 7

50s

F

Asian

Nurse
Practitioner

Spouse, adult
child

Own - 10 years

No; treating
patients

Respondent 8

40s

M

White

Systems
Analyst

Spouse, two
children

Own - 20 years No

Respondent 9

70s

M

Latino

Retired

Living with
adult children
and grandkids

Own - 30 years No

Respondent 10

30s

M

AfricanAmerican

Construction

Living with
wife and kids

Own - 15 years

No

Respondent 11

40s

M

AfricanAmerican

Window
Framer

Living with
father

Own - 25 years

No

Respondent 12

18

M

Latino

Cook

Living with
girlfriend

Rent - 1 year

Yes

ANALYSIS PROCEDURES Coding transcripts and notes of the 12 respondents (See Table 2)

allowed me to identify key themes that recurred, and the contexts through which they present
themselves as problems for residents. They allowed me to analyze the priorities, themes, and
causal relationships that make the current implementation of the Slow Streets Initiative a
benefit or a disadvantage to residents in the research zone.
WALK AUDIT Road conditions and neighborhood activities must be considered when

customizing a Slow Streets implementation. Pasadena’s streets vary tremendously, from spacious
immaculate sidewalks surrounding estates, to residential neighborhoods without sidewalks at
all, to homes lined with narrow sidewalks and broken asphalt streets. (See Fig. 10) A number of
features in this research site could stifle the success of a Slow Streets program. The sidewalks
were narrow and leave no opportunity for social-distancing with other pedestrians. The space,
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between the cars parked along the street curb on one side and steel and chainlink fences on
the other side, was tight and unwelcoming. Piles of old furniture left for scavengers beside the
sidewalk in the parkway (See Fig. 11) also blocked lawn signs from view. These signs were already
difficult to spot, with a blue design against the green background of lawn grass.
Hazards to cyclists include the numerous street-parked cars, whose doors can swing
open at any second. Speed bumps that span the width of the street also potential hazards for
bicyclists, especially on Glen, which is actually a city-recommended cycling route, known as a
“Roseway” in Pasadena. (See Fig. 12) Large potholes, particularly on Wyoming and Howard Streets,
not only damage cars but could catapult a cyclist or skateboarder. These features exact an additional burden on non-driving uses.

FIGURE 10 Prevalence of illegal dumping in
the parkways.
FIGURE 11 Some Slow Streets in the
neighborhood are in poor condition and
hazards to drivers and cyclists alike.
FIGURE 12. The Pasadena Roseways and
Greenways network is an interconnected
system of streets that support street space
for cycling. The iconic and bold city-branded
permanent signage is well recognized by
residents.
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Transit stops typically indicate a flow of pedestrians within the vicinity. Metro and
Pasadena Transit stops situate on the western edge of the study zone on Lincoln Boulevard at
Wyoming Street, which was not a designated Slow Street. One respondent had mentioned that
the bus routes of this stop do not connect to Metro Rail and circuitously connect to central
Pasadena, implying that the bus does not lead to popular destinations. Furthermore, John Muir
High School, across the street from the stop, was closed due to the pandemic. Slow Streets
could facilitate pedestrian access to transit, once the pandemic measures begin to ease.
The high number of parked cars on the street suggest most drive. Many were utility
trucks (See Fig. 7) and vans with special equipment on board, denoting a large working class who
must drive to worksites every day. Additional consideration for this essential residential traffic
could help the selection of ideal streets.
Some streets feature homes that are well-maintained with open front yards (free of
fencing). The beauty, open green space, and gardens along certain streets provide pleasure and
safety in terms of social distancing.

“Seeing the A-frames come up
so quickly, I connected it
immediately to the lockdown.
It spoke to a level of execution
and organization that is really
impressive in local government.”
- Respondent 8
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Findings

Residents’ Insights &
Learnings from other Cities

All respondents were in favor of the Slow Streets implementation and cited that
speeding cars were the most major dangers. They identified a variety of tactics for implementation, public education and communication, and citizen participation and support. The following
organizes the respondent feedback according to major themes. Comparisons with other cities’
Slow Streets implementation strengthen the findings.
At the time of the finalization of this report, mass distribution of the vaccines and the
shift to indoor commercial activities were underway. Many Departments of Transportation
throughout California have concluded their Slow Streets initiative implementations and some
have published final reports. Cities are now publicly furnishing their evaluations of their own
Slow Streets implementations.
This report includes research from five cities in California that had the most published
information about their Slow Streets implementations. Two cities, San Francisco and Oakland,
carried out multiple iterations informed by robust outreach and applied community-driven
recommendations. Pasadena’s was also a valiant effort, comparatively. Redwood City and Los
Angeles carried out simpler rollouts. Firstly, the scope varied tremendously, with Redwood City’s
Slow Streets implementation covering barely six miles, while Pasadena’s stretched over 100 miles.
(See Table 3) The communications and public education campaigns also varied tremendously (See
Table 4), as well as outreach and engagement. To conduct such robust Slow Streets implementations, partnerships and sufficient funding sources are essential. Some cities creatively identified
sources. (See Table 5)
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TABLE 3 Slow Streets initiative implementations, Comparison among Cities. Scopes

City

Population Density
Individuals per sq mi

Inception

Miles of Streets

Objective

Funding Source

Los Angeles

8,092/sq mi

May 2020

50

For residents to stay
physically active while
socially distant by
reducing speeding on
neighborhood streets.

Metro Complete Streets

Oakland

7,787/sq mi

April 2020

20

For residents to live,
recreate, and move about
our city. The City of
Oakland launched the
Oakland Slow Streets
program to support this
new way of life.

• City-funded
• Smart Growth America

Pasadena

5,970/sq mi

March 2020

100

For walking, running,
or biking in our
neighborhoods while
maintaining safe social
distance, we need to
remember to Slow Down
and look out for one
another.

Citywide Complete Streets
Program FY21-25 CIP
#75114

Redwood City

4,545/sq mi

May 2020

6

To promote physical
distance, safe streets
for bikes, pedestrians,
wheelchairs, etc, and
wearing masks when
outside

City-funded

San Francisco

17,160/sq mi

March 2020

38

To provide more space for
socially distant essential
travel and exercise during
the COVID-19 pandemic.

Proposition K Sales
Tax dollars provided by
SFMTA
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TABLE 4 Slow Streets initiative implementations, Comparison among Cities. Communications

City

Branding

Vehicle Speed
Specification

Street Signage

Los Angeles

• “Slow Streets LA”

None - only “Slow Down”

A-Frames

• Social distancing and
masking poster

Public Information
Sources

Webpage

•P
 roject webpage, under
LADOT Coronavirus
Updates.

https://ladot.lacity.org/
coronavirus/apply-slowstreet-your-neighborhood

•M
 ap not available
to prevent public
gatherings, block
parties.

• “Road Closed to
Through Traffic

• Wordy signs

Oakland

•Road Closed to Thru
Traffic

None - only “Slow Down”

• Cones
• A-Frames

• Pedestrian Icons

• Large Barriers

• Words of hope,
including “Heal”,
“Justice”, and “Grow.”

•C
 ommunity Art
Installations

•P
 roject webpage and
map
•C
 ommunity art
installation sites

https://www.oaklandca.gov/
projects/oakland-slowstreets/barricadessmart
growthamerica.org/
redesigning-slow-streetsto-reflect-communityculture-in-east-oakland/

Pasadena

• “Slow Down”

Slow down to 25 mph for
cars. Speed specified on
• Diverse English/Spanish
website, not on signs
signs by SCAG

• A-Frames,
• Lawn Signs

Project webpage and map

https://www.cityofpasadena.
net/transportation/
transportationimprovements/slow-streets/

Redwood City

• Slow Streets, Calles
Lentas

• D
 iscouraging through
traffic

A-Frames

•P
 roject webpage and
map

• Bilingual English and
Spanish

• E
 ncouraging slow
driving

https://www.redwoodcity.
org/about-the-city/
slow-streets-pilot-program

San Francisco

June 11, 2021

• Generic:“Road Closed to No speed or slowing
Through Traffic”
instructions One lane of
two-lane road closed to
• “Keep six feet apart”
cars
• Bike and Pedestrian
icons

• PDF flyer
• Wordy signs
• Large barriers

•F
 acebook and Twitter

• A-Frames

•W
 ebpage subpages at
neighborhood level and
network map

https://www.sfmta.com/
projects/
slow-streets-program

• Wordy signs
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TABLE 5 Slow Streets initiative implementations, Comparison among Cities. Engagement

City

Outreach and Engagement Efforts

Los Angeles

Online Survey (English only)

Oakland

Online survey and in-person outreach. (English, Spanish, Chinese, and.
Vietnamese)

Slow Streets in District 1 , Pasadena

1st Phase: First three months. “Soft closure” barriers to protect 21 street miles.
May 2020 - Slow Streets Essential Places added to identify essential services
that overlay with the City’s High Injury Network and equity neighborhoods.
2nd Phase - EFC Outreach to inform update to the Slow Streets
implementation:
• found it was more popular among middle-upper income white residents
than EFCs
• involving community-based creation of barriers instead of cones and
barricades which are expensive, not-sustainable and not reflective of
communities.

Pasadena

Online Survey (English only)

Redwood City

Online survey (English and Spanish)

San Francisco

Online survey on satisfaction (English, Chinese, Spanish, Tagolog)
Daily Office Hours (by phone)
Virtual meetings
In-person neighborhood outdoor conversation
Four-phase approach, iterating program between rounds of engagement and
city coronavirus mandates
Engagement Report Card by District, assessed by KPIs:
• vehicle volume
• pedestrian
• volume, bicycle volume
• vehicle speed
• traffic diversion
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TABLE 6 Slow Streets initiative implementations, Comparison among Cities. Stewardship and Partnerships

City

Stewardship

Partnerships

Los Angeles

Citizen volunteers to manage signs
and elect streets

City of Los Angeles

Oakland

Volunteers organized by Walk
Oakland Bike Oakland (WOBO)

Senior Centers, Chinatown, Oakland Police Department,
OakDOT, Mayor’s Office, Oakland Fire Department,
Oakland Police Department, Oakland’s Department of
Parks and Recreation, Bike East Bay, Cycles of Change,
East Bay Asian Local Development Corporation, East
Oakland Collective, Just Cities, Oakland Bicyclist and
Pedestrian Advisory Commission, Oakland Chinatown
Chamber of Commerce, Outdoor Afro, Reginald “RB”
Burnette Jr., TransForm, UC Berkeley’s Department of City
and Regional Planning, and Walk Oakland Bike Oakland

Artist hired to make communitybased artful barricades

Pasadena

Citizen volunteers to manage signs
and elect streets

City District Offices

Redwood City

Citizen volunteers to manage signs
and elect streets

City of Redwood City, San Mateo County Center for
Disease Control

San Francisco

SFMTA with
stakeholder partners

San Francisco Parks Alliance; City District Offices
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SIGNAGE. For the application of the Slow Streets initiative, signs are critical tools for

enforcement and awareness-building. They serve dual purposes: they make cars slow down
and promote the program. The scale, placement, and design of the signs were the subjects of
respondents’ examination.
In terms of format, they preferred the A-Frames over the lawn signs, a format which they
thought were already stigmatized with unwelcome political statements, according to seven
respondents. First, the lawn sign as a communication medium is strongly associated with bias
and personal messaging. The proliferation of statements over recent years emblazoned on lawn
signs, such as “Honor Roll Student,” “Drive like your kids live here”, “Biden/Harris”, “Make America
Great Again”, and “Black Lives Matter” have cemented
the medium’s role as a declaration of personal opinion
and value. Two respondents said that they negatively
perceived the neighbor whose property bore these
signs, as “do-gooders, gentrifiers, or bossy people.” (See
Fig. 7) Furthermore, these signs lacked the authority of
the City logo. Ten respondents remarked that if a sign
is to win attention and respect, it needs the Pasadena
City logo on it. Lastly, the excessive words and small
type make it impossible for drivers to read them.
Even pedestrians would have to stop to read them, an
unlikely event. Overall, their sentiment was the City’s
usage of this medium for promoting awareness would
be better replaced with the use of A-frames.
While the A-frames were favored over lawn
- Respondent 2
signs, interviewed residents wanted to see even more
prominent signage, in hopes that such would be more
impactful in inducing drivers to slow down. Eight of the residents in fact wished to see barricades installed. The A-Frames are still easy to remove or swerve around. They do not effectively
serve the purpose of slowing down speeding cars. Four of the respondents supported using
barriers to block one side of the street from cars so that cyclists and pedestrians could freely
use the protected space, similarly to the application in San Francisco and in Oakland. One
respondent supported forbidding cars to park in the protected area, though the others thought
that such may be excessively burdensome for the residents. They thought it could be explored
through a pilot effort and then assessed by survey for satisfaction. The Pasadena residents’
willingness to experiment with alternative solutions is conducive to the multi-phased, iterative
approach also used by San Francisco and Oakland.
In addition to the types of signs, understanding the flow of traffic could inform more
strategic placements. Residents are probably the most informed of this but did not feel authorized to use their knowledge. Four residents said that the placement of the signs is critical. Poor
placement could result in the destruction of the signs and present hazards to drivers. They
should be placed ten to twenty feet down the street —not at the intersection, where oncoming
traffic would collide into them. If they are further down the street, drivers would have the
opportunity to see them and respond by adjusting their speed.

“Cars and bikes are
in conflict. Both are
necessary and good
but in conflict in
the road.”
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Residents did not know that they were authorized to apply their knowledge of ideal
sign placement to improve the program. If the City communication pieces would actually reach
these residents, they would inform them that the implementation relies on their stewardship.
Respondent 8 said he saw a sign folded on the sidewalk, wanted to prop it back up, and to place
it strategically but did not feel comfortable do so, saying he would be infringing upon the work
of a City employee. If shared enforcement is a cornerstone of Slow Streets, the residents were
unaware of their role.
In terms of name, “Slow Streets” was not a meaningful and precise enough title for them.
Respondents questioned, what “slow” meant in terms of “Slow down” on the sign. One respondent said that rather than leaving that decision to subjective judgment, the City should state an
exact number on the sign, such as 15 miles per hour. Otherwise, it is too vague and people will
interpret it very broadly or ignore it. General statements create confusion and dilute effectiveness. Specificity about speed could amount to better cooperation.
All residents believed the signs should rely on meaningful icons more than words, as the
former are usually bold and easy to read, particularly for drivers. When words are used, they
should be in both English and Spanish. Ironically, Northern Californian implementations have
been more conscientious about multi-lingual support. Pasadena and Los Angeles only provided
signs in English yet have larger proportions of Spanish and non-English speakers in the populations. (See Fig. 13, 14) All agreed that drivers and pedestrians cannot be expected to stop and read
lengthy, small type and dismiss them. Icons are instantly legible and elude language barriers.

FIGURES 13, 14 Above, Redwood City’s signage was bilingual but faltered in terms of legibility, especially for
drivers who do not have time to read the small print in low-contrasting colors.
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City-specific branding can assist concerned residents in finding out more information,
instead of relying on generic barricades, cones, and pedestrian icons. In the case of the City
of Los Angeles, the branding was clear (See Fig. 15) “Slow Street LA.” The colors, typography,
and graphics aligned with LA’s public materials on coronavirus updates. San Francisco’s had no
specific branding or key terms to search online for more information. (See Fig. 16) This lack of
branding and online searchability was unfortunate as their Slow Streets’ webpage is rich with
information, with plans on each of the four phases of Slow Streets and subpages for each of the
City Districts’ customized plans.

FIGURE 15 Los Angeles’ signage design treated
the format like a book from a page than sign by
including too much information. Drivers cannot
read it and pedestrians will not stop to read out of
lack of patience and lack of social distance.

FIGURE 16 San Francisco’s implementation of Slow
Streets uses a combination of icons and words. Absent
are distinguishing branding and Spanish. Also, the use
of small type impedes on legibility and thus on citizen
cooperaton.
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In terms of branding, Oakland took the branding a step further with its Equity
Focused Communities. A public artist was hired and worked with community to
come up with inspiring and hopeful words. (See Figs. 17, 18). This co-creative process
helps communities adopt the program as their own. Furthermore, these more
unique and specific terms are more memorable for curious residents and look up the
program online for more information.
Four of the respondents expected the Pasadena City logo to appear on
the Slow Streets signs and a website URL or QR code to be visible so citizens can
find out more and get involved. Later versions of the Pasadena Slow Streets signs
displayed the city logo but unfortunately lacked any QR code or URL.
Based on the Respondents’ input, I produced a preliminary redesign of the
Pasadena Slow Streets sign that captures their key expectations. (See Figs. 19A, 19B, 19C)

FIGURE 17 Initially, the City of Oakland configured existing,

FIGURE 18 In Equity Focus Communities, standard traffic signage

standard street furniture and signs to implement Slow Streets.

and furniture would not be as effective as structures that arose
from artist-led community engagement and creative activities.
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FIGURE 18A

A-Frame poster preliminary design, based on interview feedback.
STAGED IN PHOTO
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FIGURE 18B

A-Frame poster preliminary design, based on interview feedback.
FRONT
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FIGURE 18C

A-Frame poster preliminary design, based on interview feedback.
BACK
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR BETTER PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT. The exercise has also revealed an

appetite for greater civic engagement and more accessible public processes on planning for
safer and more accessible streets for all modes. Pasadena DOT, in its aggressive implementation,
has provided the most miles of Slow Streets per resident (See Table 3) than other cities researched.
Pasadena has also launched its Slow Streets exceptionally quickly after Shelter-in-Place orders.
The ambition can be carried through to its public outreach.
Two apparent improvements would be Spanish language support and more diverse
engagement methods. Many in under-served communities have limited access to the internet
and computers, or distrust online surveys, so a complementary outreach tactic of in-person,
on-the-street conversations with residents becomes useful, if not essential. Oakland’s Equity
Focused Community input was primarily gleaned through dialogue, in fact, and led to a co-creative program between the residents of the community, a local artist, and planners.
For Pasadena’s District, the relationship between law enforcement and minority populations has been strained due to recent national events and local events, such as the killing of
Anthony McClain. (See Fig. 20) The distrust of government is undeniable and corrosive on civic
engagement efforts. Reckoning with the grief and conflict is a necessary step toward correction
and building mutual understanding. Community dialogue through the arts can be a “productive
force in the aesthetic expression necessary for building tolerance.” (Breed 2015, 12) Co-creative
processes and storytelling provide a forum for positive change “through the analysis and integration of systems that included local and national governmental structures and individuals
linked to local and cultural systems of self-governance.” (Breed 2015, 12) The creative tabling is a
successful attempt at finding the passageway to more voices amidst civic reticence. More effort
needs to be done in working through historic and systemic issues that impede participation.

“Getting apprehended would be
way more effective way to get
them to slow down. Scare them.”
- Respondent 1
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FIGURE 20 A memorial was assembled by community
members at the edge of La Pintoresca Park, Pasadena, in
December 2020 for the fatal shooting by an officer of
District 1 Pasadena resident Anthony McClain.

“Our fear of each other is strong.
People are really more generous
than you ever expect if you
approach them with kindness.”
- Respondent 2
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Citizen Control
8
Delegated Power

Degrees of
Citizen Power

7
Partnership
6
Placation
5
Consultation

Degrees of
Tokenism

4
Informing
3
Therapy
2
FIGURE 21. Arnstein Ladder
of Citizen Participation.

Manipulation

Non-participation

1

(Arnstein 2019, 26)

At the heart of creative engagement is dialogue for the purpose of recalibrating the
redistribution of power and restoring the credibility of public processes. The streetside table
interview method broached the issues in faith in government. Two of the visitors to the table
discussed their doubts and past inequities experienced with local government. “The fundamental point that participation without redistribution of power is an empty and frustrating
process for the powerless.” (Arnstein 2019, 24) When the residents of Oakland rebuked the City
for relying only on online surveys for engagement, the City provided alternative, more approachable modes of dialogue and input with the community. For their artist-led signage development,
the community’s selection of the words “Justice” and “Growth” can be read as a manifestation
of efforts to adjust the existing power dynamics. Pasadena needs to exert more effort to attain
the echelon of “maximum feasible participation” (Arnstein 2019, 24). In the Arnstein Ladder of
Participation (See Fig. 21), Pasadena DOT’s effort is likely on the third rung, Informing. There is
opportunity to develop more empowerment in District 1.
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Agile cycles of rapid engagement and programmatic iteration could incrementally capture
and integrate of the input voiced by citizens. San Francisco took this approach in four cycles of
its Slow Streets to select streets, install signage, engage the public, and measure satisfaction in
each of its districts. Pasadena could implement the same in each of its districts.
All of this work takes funding and staffing, which
is in short-supply in Pasadena DOT. Harnessing the influence of community organizations and applying for grants
can replenish resources, broaden reach, and cull quality
suggestions for implementation. Realizing the vision of a
more robust Slow Streets implementation could reside in
resourceful grant research to secure proper funding.
IMPROVEMENTS FOR COMMUNICATION DESIGN
AND AWARENESS-BUILDING. Respondents noted that tech-

“When the City
sends mail, they
make it look so
scary. The design
looks like a
parking ticket
even when it
is not.”

nology’s abundance of communication channels actually
makes it more difficult for cities to contact citizens. Emails
often end up in the junk mailbox and postal mail could land
in the recycling bin with other mass advertisement flyers.
Phone calls from unrecognized numbers often end up in
voicemail, and, particularly for younger generations, voicemail is never checked. Land lines have become increasingly
scarce. Area codes no longer denote where its owners live.
The DOT’s partnership with community organizations
and businesses could help entrench awareness-building.
Three respondents suggested involving local businesses
to put up eye-catching and enticing printed posters. The
posters could showcase artwork from a neighborhood art
- Respondent 3
contests open to K-12 children in Pasadena. Working with
a community organization to administer the contest and
gather winning work could be a way for the City to increase outreach. The artwork could reinforce
the concept that the Slow Streets initiative is for families and kids. It could also return the sense
of ownership of the program to the residents.
In contexts where the relationship with government is complicated and historically
lacking in trust, community art acknowledges the shared history and can transform the hardship
into aspirational messaging. Such exemplify the “community research projects that produce
art and theater, as participants shape common themes and explore creative ways of presenting
those themes.” (Stoecker 2013, Chpt 6, 6) Standard public meetings and surveys may not create
the forum for authentic discussion, deeper understanding and disentanglement of the racial and
cultural tensions embedded in the experience. They allow an entry point for personal stories
and experiences, throughout which transportation issues are intertwined. As such, ”the instigation of new arts and community development activities indicated that these opportunities
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for civic dialogue were valued and contributed to positive community action.” (Kelaher p. 146)
“Art and design can suggest an alternative future by drawing on insights and knowledge from
everyday people or those who have been underrepresented or ignored.” (Bedoya 2013) Case
in point, the City of Oakland applied for a SmartGrowth America Grant to hire an artist, local
Jonathan Brumfield, who talked with community members to share personal stories involving
life and street usage, as they created together mobile planters filled with vegetables and flowers.
These stood as positive, alternative, more meaningful barriers than the standard, city-issued,
A-Frame Slow Street signs.
In terms of traditional media, six respondents said they would read postal mail from the
City, which is the most expensive form of communications. They appreciate and read the quarterly bilingual Pasadena color-printed mailer, and would welcome more postal mail about the
Slow Street initiative. To bundle costs, the mailed communications pieces could be messaged in
combination with other critical City measures about pandemic conditions. It could be a portion
of a larger, more comprehensive mailer about a system of COVID efforts and explains multiple
resources for residents, such as free meal distributions, vaccine availability, COVID rent subsidies,
subsidy programs for small businesses, and COVID safety precautions. The City of Los Angeles
actually implemented such an integrated communications approach for all COVID-related
programming, including printed material too.
The URL and QR code should be printed on all analog communication pieces. They also
believed that the webpage should be information-rich, showing the program’s current status,
citywide map of the network, newly proposed and changes in the streets, any expansion plans,
and a calendar of upcoming related district and city public meetings, relationship between the
Slow Streets initiative to other long-term Pasadena plans, and sign-ups for citizens who would
like to help maintain the signs. The webpage could also feature personal safety practices during
the pandemic, including mask-wearing.
Two respondents said that API data of the network of the Slow Streets could be made
available to online trip-mapping tools so that when car is selected as travel mode, the recommended trip would not include driving on the designated slow streets. Due to the popularity
of its Slow Streets implementation, SFMTA is considering providing an open data source to
third party technology, should a long-term Slow Streets program gain approval by its Board
of Supervisors. By the same token, when bike or walking is selected, the mapping tools would
prioritize recommending the Slow Streets routes to the user. Plugging into the popular technology platforms for trip-planning could reinforce the purposeful utility of Slow Streets.
Another respondent said that the quality and consistency of the graphic design of the
branded material is important. For people to develop awareness about anything, they need to
encounter it in multiple instances and touchpoints but the look and feel must be consistent
and identifiable. Furthermore, the design’s look and feel should be positive, trustworthy, and
clear, in each instance. One respondent said that sometimes the city communication pieces look
menacing like citations even when they are not. The information as well as the design of that
information need to be equally considered. Four respondents emphasized that friendliness and
optimism would be instrumental to the visual rhetoric. Serious and heavy messaging, especially
during the pandemic, would turn people off but uplifting and sunny messages, both in word and
image, would entice attention and positive feelings toward it.
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PROPERLY NAMING THE PROGRAM FOR THE PUBLIC. The majority of the respondents

believe that Slow Streets is a misnomer. Safe Streets, Safety Streets, or Healthy Streets would
be more appropriate. At the start of each interview, all respondents presumed that the program
was for traffic-calming. Four asked if the City could install more speedbumps. Once I explained
that the intention was to provide safe street space for multi-modal use, including exercise,
during the pandemic, they said the name led them to misunderstand. If the program’s goal is
ultimately to protect pedestrians and human-powered small vehicles on residential streets
during the pandemic, slowing down cars is contributory but not the objective. The ultimate
objectives is to create a secure environment for all uses, protect against collision and viral
infection. Driving speeds are but one issue, albeit an important one.
COLORS AS VOCABULARY. Accurate color palettes can also reinforce the City’s voice and
branding, according to two Respondents. Respondent 5 advised that the signage stay close to
the palette of colors of the City of Pasadena brand. A reference could be the Roseways signage
(See Fig. 12), installed along streets that define a recommended network of streets for cyclists. The
City’s color palette is powerful in an uplifting way than the hazard and yield colors, yellow and
black, in the existing Slow Streets signage.
PURPOSE THAT COMPELS. In addition to better naming and branded colors, two of the

residents advised that it needed to be associated with a purpose that everyone could support.
By the name itself “Slow Streets,” it lacked context and urgency. These two residents suggested
associating the program with protecting families and children. Explaining this broader impetus of
the program may not fit on the signage but the initiative’s webpage could easily contain it. They
believed, it would be unlikely for anyone not to support a program with such aims. The association, the respondents said, could gain better public support, participation and respect for the
initiative.
Cities need to be careful not to overburden signage with too much information so that
it ends up looking like a page from a novel instead of a clear and concise street sign. Redwood
City, San Francisco, and Los Angeles all fell victim to this mistake. One effective move that Los
Angeles was to embed its Slow Streets webpage within the section on the City’s COVID updates
and precautions program web section. This way, residents can learn that this program is a part
of and adheres to greater mandates for public health, without the City having to reiterate all
aspects of Slow Streets, from driving to masks, on every piece of communications
All twelve respondents advocated wearing masks while using the street. They supported
Slow Streets initiative’s emphasis on these safety measures too. Those who survived COVID or
had relatives who died from it were particularly emphatic about including safety measures in
the campaign. In fact, these respondents felt that street users who did not wear masks posed
a danger to all and would deter others from participation and benefiting from the goals of the
Slow Streets initiative.
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A bit selfishly, I know that the
more I try to make a place a
better place to live, the rent is
going to go up. And then I’m
not going to be able to afford
to stay.
- Respondent 6
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CITIZEN STEWARDSHIP. None of the respondents knew that the City was seeking citizen

input to identify streets to designate and volunteers to take care of the A-Frame signs that
display the Slow Down poster. Once informed that the City needed this help, all were interested
in participating.
One of residents believed that the City should compensate residents who volunteer to
care for the signs because compensation will ensure a greater sense of duty and responsibility
from the volunteers. The compensation does not need to be money, she said. It can be a utility
credit or an annual City street parking permit, for example, as these help reduce household
costs too.
PARTNERSHIPS. Enlisting the support of other entities can relieve the transportation

department from relying solely on the unpredictable and scattered volunteerism of residents.
Successful implementations in San Francisco and in Oakland involved numerous partnerships
with government agencies, such as the County’s Center for Disease Control and the Department
of Parks and Recreation, and partnerships with community organizations who understand how
to reach their constituents. Community organizations, including places of worship, can discern
relevant aspects for their members. The organizations can manage the placement and maintenance of signs in districts through their members. This can alleviate the DOT from having
to organize and track individual inputs from citizens and allow them to focus on transforming
public input into holistic planning.
ENFORCEMENT. Three respondents were curious about how enforcement should or
could be handled. They wondered if law enforcement was involved in ensuring all observe
the Slow Streets initiative. Others felt that involving law enforcement would make it a punitive program and send a negative message. Existing issues of distrust between citizens and
law enforcement and government create tension. Yet, citizens by themselves do not believe
that signs alone, without threat of penalty for transgression, will produce the results of better
safety for pedestrians and cyclists on the designated streets. This concern applies especially for
speeding cars and motorcycles. A robust public engagement process could also serve the dual
purpose of public education and awareness-building so that spreading knowledge could serve
the role of enforcement. Respondent 4 said, “Sometimes, the family of the speeding drivers will
read it and the other members will tell them to slow down. They’ll listen more if it gets re-iterated from, like, their mom.” Enforcement could come through common acceptance of the
program and reminders from people within the community, including trusted friends.
STREETS TO DESIGNATE FOR SLOW STREETS. Respondents recognized two types of

residential streets to designate as Slow streets: The first are residential streets usurped as alternatives or shortcuts for major thoroughfares once they have become too congested. The other
type is residential streets that are pleasant and wide enough to allow for diverse modal usage.
Mentone Avenue is a residential street broad enough for simultaneous passage by cars, bikes,
and pedestrians. Montana Street is often used as an alternative to the arterial avenue to the
north, Woodbury. For Montana, A-Frame signage may be appropriate, as the street is narrow,
while Mentone, wide and generous, could benefit from a barricade, to allow one lane or side of
the street for non-car usage. (See Fig. 22)
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FIGURE 22. Respondent street selections

Wyoming should
be a slow street.
1/12 votes

Montana should
be a slow street.
8/8 votes

Mentone should
be a slow street.
9/12 votes

Belmont should
be a slow street.
3/12 votes

Newport should
be a slow street.
1/12 votes

Glen should NOT
be a slow street.
8/12 votes

Favorable
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Beyond the study zone, two respondents expressed interest in a connected network
of Slow Streets across Pasadena, linking major commercial districts and city resources, such as
hospitals and clinics. SFMTA in fact implemented such a Slow Streets network approach.
In addition to soliciting resident input, the City could apply existing datasets over
geographic areas, for example, to identify most dangerous or most heavily traversed zones, to
inform street selection. Pasadena could overlay its plan with data sources that help critique
decision-making about where to put the signs. For example, in the Slow Streets implementation in the City of Oakland, planners overlaid the community with data on the City’s High Injury
Network and equity neighborhoods. This knowledge could help the City understand where
additional signage and citizen volunteer help is needed, to reinforce the Slow Streets program.
Other helpful data include population density data, such that high density residential zones
probably have a greater need for safe outdoor access, for exercise and recreation, than sparse
zones. (See Fig. 2) The City could work with partners to obtain this data and improve plans.
The amount of aesthetic reward that a street offers should also be considered. Green
spaces invite socially distanced activity and appreciation. “Green planning not only enhances
place-making within public spaces, but also gives a space function and creates a quality environment.” (Cilliers 2015, 363) In fact, seven respondents brought up aesthetic factors in their choice
whether to walk or bike down a Slow Street. Said Respondent 1, “The sidewalks are big and the
homes near the Rose Bowl are especially beautiful, well-maintained and landscaped. They create
a pleasant environment.” The majority believed that Glen Avenue is not an ideal Slow Street
because it is has numerous cars parked on both sides of the street, narrow sidewalks, and many
barking dogs behind chainlink fences. “Belmont and Newport have a lot of barking dogs. They
get loose and chase you down the street.” said Respondent 7. The compatible features of safety
and aesthetics can be considered, when selecting streets.
SLOW STREETS CONTRIBUTING TO LONG-TERM PLANS. A successful Slow Streets

implementation can fuel public interest in its relevancy for the long-term, beyond the short
term of the pandemic. In LA County, Supervisor Hilda Solis indicated that Slow Streets is part
of the long-term LA County Vision Zero Plan which aims to improve street safety, and eliminate pedestrian and cyclist deaths caused by collision with vehicles. In neighborhoods without
nearby parks, the street becomes the most accessible outdoor play, exercise and recreation
space. However, the threat of collision prevents the flourishing of diverse uses of this space.
The San Francisco Metropolitan Transportation Authority conducted satisfaction surveys in
its city districts, finding out that, in most districts, residents want Slow Streets to become
permanent. “The street should become, in a symbolic, if not a legal sense, territory that the
residents feel belongs to them and for which they have a sense of pride and responsibility. If
this were the case, residents would be more likely to maintain their streets ...” (Appleyard 1978,
412) The product of a rigorous Slow Streets program implementation presents multiple rewards:
a network of well-selected streets with the potential to make the safety features permanent
through street design and infrastructure. The second reward is the honing of civic processes,
particularly for emergency measures.
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ADDITIONAL INSIGHTS FOR SLOW STREETS IMPLEMENTATON. Beyond the standard

features of the Slow Streets implementation, residents pointed out additional issues that were
important to them.

• Homeowners are more invested and renters are less invested in long-term improvements to
the community, because their stay is more short-term and because such improvements could
lead to increased rents.
•T
 he safety arising from a well-used Slow Streets program applies not only to users of the
sidewalks and streets but also to homes. A well-used street tends to stave off burglars.
Respondents consistently said an empty street is more conducive to illicit activity and the
increased foot traffic helped residents feel safer in their homes.
• Community-building arises from an embraced Slow Streets program. The chance encounters and between neighbors and residents fosters communication and relationships.
• Cities can use the Slow Streets initiative as a planning tool to learn how streets could be
better designed. The feedback can inform infrastructure improvements and modifications in
street designs.
• Curb appeal and spacious front yards make streets better candidates for Slow Street
designation. Broad sidewalks or curbs without parked cars, kept gardens, lighting at night, and
front yards without fences and barking dogs earn the preference of pedestrians. To maintain
social distance, pedestrians sometimes have to walk into the front lawn or onto the street
when encountering oncoming pedestrians. Additionally, many are attracted to beauty —
well-managed front yards will encourage more pedestrian flow.
•T
 oo many parked cars on streets make the streets narrow and less safe. Parked cars on
streets scare cyclists because you don’t know when they’ll pull out or when their door might
suddenly swing open. Parked cars also get hit and vandalized too. People use their garages for
storing stuff they don’t need when they should be parking their cars inside.
• Perception that public processes are for complaining and not for co-creative listening and
sharing. Four respondents said that the City does not support their needs or alleviate their
traffic issues, such as racing and speeding cars on residential streets. One respondent said that
the country from which he emigrated had far worse streets so he has no reason to complain
here in Pasadena. One more respondents said that, as a white woman, she did not want to be
the only voice to express opinions in a largely minority community. These valid perspectives
can converge at public meetings for brainstorming mutual problem-solving, if only residents
understood that these meetings aim to be creative and productive. Refreshing the design of
public meetings and civic engagement is needed. Promoting these institutions as normal
citizen activities is needed as well.
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If there were more front-loading,
public education, and explanation
of why this is good (for kids, for
families), then you may get more
cooperation. It is for you to be
safely social, get exercise, not be
cooped up.
- Respondent 2
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Conclusion

Lessons from the Pasadena Case

SLOW STREETS, WITH LOCAL CHARACTERISTICS. Within the the research zone of
District 1 in Pasadena, the resident respondents unanimously welcomed a Slow Streets implementation and had numerous and specific recommendations for improving it. Through conversations with twelve respondents, their suggestions, preferences, and criticisms addressed key
facets of the initiative, per the NACTO guidelines, from planning, to engagement, to design
and implementation, and to monitoring. While the residents used their streets for walking and
biking to varying degrees, they vividly and eagerly conveyed personal ideas about what the
street space means to them during the pandemic and how the Slow Streets initiative could
help them fulfill their needs.
Given the rapid deployment and ensuing civic engagement for refining successive iterations, Slow Streets provides an unusual and interesting experiment for a transportation plan.
The typical lengthy requisite public processes were eschewed, in lieu of immediate, emergency
implementation. While this required intense initial effort on the part of the DOT, it allowed the
public to learn about Slow Streets through experience, as opposed to learning in the abstract
and through plans projected via PowerPoint presentations. Thus, when the public processes
began, resident participants spoke and made suggestions based on first-hand account. This
approach skips the question of “if” and proceeds straight to “how,” a rare opportunity for transportation planning of new initiatives, especially for ones involving residential streets and modal
diversification.
Slow Streets implementation makes a case for innovating of transportation planning.
Pilot programs that allow residents to experience and respond can be more effective than
reading long plans, interpreting and responding. Another satisfaction afforded by Slow Streets
is the rapid cycle between implementation iterations and public feedback for refinement. This
allows the public to witness the impact of and be rewarded by their participation quickly.
Cities should seize this extraordinary opportunity to work with citizens to achieve
significant modal shift and also involve diverse communities. While the pandemic may be
short-lived, the pursuit of multi-modal streets wages on. Slow Streets offers a boost for reconceiving priority uses of finite street space.
IGNITING CIVIC ENGAGEMENT ON SLOW STREETS THROUGH INTERVIEWS. Offering

feedback on municipal transportation programs remains a rarefied activity in the lives of residents interviewed. Over half did not know how to find out about the public meeting schedule,
how to participate meaningfully in the processes, or how to stay informed on the latest
program updates. The interview and streetside tabling approaches are not on the standard
menu of outreach and engagement options in the Pasadena DOT but perhaps they should be.
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Among the most surprising findings is that twelve people in one neighborhood in one
district made programmatic suggestions that parallel the best practices from the robust implementations of Slow Streets in other cities. This attests to the quality of insight that can be
potentially gleaned through interviews with residents.
These conversational approaches allow a moment for residents to reflect upon the role
of Slow Streets, and transportation planning in general, in their personal lives. They also allow
each to adjust to the regimented and formalized discussions inherent in public processes on
transportation planning. For the uninitiated, this adaptation phase is crucial for successful and
satisfying civic experiences. Standardized public meetings on transportation planning may be
unintentionally intimidating and exclusive.
Key considerations are funding and staffing. For Pasadena DOT to launch this scale of
effort, applying for grants and creative funding would be required. The resources could be used
to invest in partnerships with other jurisdictions and community organizations to activate citizens and develop customized and appropriate communications for the particular audiences.
Lessons from this examination in the City of Pasadena offer recommendations for
departments of transportation in other municipalities in case of future pandemic outbreaks.
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BEST PRACTICES FOR SLOW STREETS IMPLEMENTATIONS BASED ON THIS RESEARCH REPORT:

1. G
 ather insights from interviews with a pool
of residents to inform the initial programmatic design. This can help position
successfully the launch of the emergency transportation measure.

2.	
Conduct outreach campaigns online as well as
in-person. Emphasize outreach and involvement for equity-focused communities.
3. I nvolve community-based organizations and partner
government agencies in information dissemination and implementation.
4. Develop and deploy clear signage and branding. Use icons.
When using language, ensure versions of communications include that heavily-spoken,
non-English languages in the area.

5. D
 evelop a broad, interconnected network of
Slow Streets leading to essential services in the city.
6.	
Measure satisfaction and overall performance of the
initiative at each iteration and adjust tactics accordingly.
7.	
Find ways in which the emergency measures
corroborate with long-term transportation plans, as these
measures can use the knowledge from existing plans and prove to be effective pilots.
Slow Street implementations can support Complete Street, revitalization of local business
districts, and first/last mile solutions to transit hubs.
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Acronyms

DOT: Department of Transportation
EFC: Equity Focus Community
KPI: Key Performance Indicator
NACTO: National Alliance of City Transportation Officials (NACTO)
S CAG: Southern California Association of Governments (Los Angeles County’s
municipal planning organization)
SFMTA: San Francisco Metropolitan Transportation Authority
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I think you should have an
art contest. When there is a
contest, you get the best ideas
but also see what everyone is
thinking. Plus, there is a buzz.
The contest itself is
awareness-building.
- Respondent 6
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